
 

Tuesday September 25th   

Lesson 7 Vocabulary  
1 consecutive (kuhn SEK yuh tiv) ADJ. following one after the other in 

correct order  

2 consequence (KAHN si KWENS) N. logical effect or outcome  

3 ensue (en SOO) V. to come after or happen as a result of  

4 execute (EK si KYOOT) V. to carry out; to do  

5 inconsequential (in KAHN si KWEN shuhl) ADJ. having no significance  

Ch. 6 Lesson 5 Shifts in Tense, Form, and Voice  
Choose the correct verb in parenthesis  

1. Photographs that were taken in the 1850s and 1860s (are giving or give) 

us a good idea of the world of that time.  

2. Because modern systems of developing photos had not yet been invented, 

photographers of the day (took or take) large amounts of equipment with 

them. 

Wednesday September 26th   

Lesson 7 Vocabulary  
6 obsequious (ahb SEE kwee uhs) ADJ. fawning; obedient out of fear or in 

hopes of gain  

7 persecute (PUR si KYOOT) V. to oppress, annoy, or harass  

8 prosecutor (PRAHS i KYOO tur) N. person who starts legal proceedings 

against another  

9 pursue (pur SOO) V. to follow, seek, or strive for  

10 pursuit (pur SOOT) N. the act of chasing or striving after  

Ch. 6 Lesson 5 Shifts in Tense, Form, and Voice  
Choose the correct verb in parenthesis  

3. In 1861, when two French photographers climbed to the top of Mont Blanc 

to shoot the scenery, they (were taken or took) 25 porters along to carry 

their equipment.  

4. Early photographers took portraits of people like President Abraham 

Lincoln and scientist John Hershel, who (improved or has improved) 

photographic methods in his lifetime. 

 

 



Thursday September 27th  

Lesson 7 Vocabulary  
11 sect (sekt) N. a group of people with the same principles, beliefs, or 

opinions  

12 secular (SEK yuh lur) ADJ. concerned with things of this life; worldly, 

not spiritual  

13 sequacious (si KWAY shuhs) ADJ. following in a logical and regular 

order  

14 sequel (SEE kwuhl) N. something that follows; the next installment  

15 sequence (SEE kwuhns) N. a continuous or connected series  

Ch. 6 Lesson 5 Shifts in Tense, Form, and Voice  
Choose the correct verb in parenthesis  

5. Each exposure took several minutes; the subject (was held or held) a pose 

for that time.  

6. The public was shocked into action by photographs that Jacob Riis (took 

or was taking) of New York City slums in 1888. 


